
Motivational Worksheet

Patient Profile

Full Name:

Date:

Age:

Occupation:

Contact Information:

Goal Setting Questions Client's Responses

Identify Goals: What are your main goals at 
this moment?

Prioritize Goals: Which of these goals is 
most important to you right 
now?

SMART Check: Are your goals Specific, 
Measurable, Attainable, 
Relevant, Time-bound?

Motivation and Obstacles Questions Client's Responses

Motivation: What is motivating you to 
achieve these goals?

Obstacles: What obstacles do you 
foresee in achieving these 
goals?



 

 

Problem-solving: What are some potential 
solutions to these 
obstacles?

Current Actions and 
Strategies

Questions Client's Responses

Actions Taken: What steps have you 
already taken towards your 
goals?

Future Plans: What will be your next 
steps?

Support System: Who or what can provide 
support or assistance in 
reaching your goals?

Strategies Applied: What strategies are you 
currently using to work 
towards your goals?

Strategies Efficacy: On a scale of 1-10, how 
effective do you find the 
current strategies?

Plans for Strategy 
Modification:

Do you plan to modify or 
change any strategies? If 
yes, what and why?



 

Self-Reflection Questions Client's Responses

Commitment Level (1-10): How committed are you to 
achieving these goals?

Confidence Level (1-10): How confident are you in 
your ability to achieve these 
goals?

Readiness for Change (1-
10):

How ready are you to make 
changes needed to achieve 
these goals?

Success Visualization: How do you visualize 
success in your goal 
achievement?

Counselor's Remarks: Any observations, insights, 
or recommendations from 
the counselor.


	Clients ResponsesWhat are your main goals at this moment: Improve my health, increase productivity at work, and develop a better work-life balance.

	Clients ResponsesWhich of these goals is most important to you right now: Improving my health.
	Clients ResponsesAre your goals Specific Measurable Attainable Relevant Timebound: Yes, I have specific goals like losing 10 pounds in 3 months, reducing overtime to no more than 5 hours per week, and setting aside at least one 
day per week for relaxation and self-care.

	Clients ResponsesWhat is motivating you to achieve these goals: My recent health scare and my desire to enjoy life more outside of work.
	Clients ResponsesWhat obstacles do you foresee in achieving these goals: Work stress, lack of time due to a busy schedule, and old unhealthy habits.

	What are some potential solutions to these obstacles: Delegating tasks at work, scheduling time for exercise and relaxation, and seeking help from a dietitian.
	Clients ResponsesWhat steps have you already taken towards your goals: I have started a diet plan, begun walking every morning, and am trying to 
delegate more tasks at work.

	Clients ResponsesWhat will be your next steps: Continue with these changes and gradually incorporate strength training into my exercise regimen.
	Clients ResponsesWho or what can provide support or assistance in reaching your goals: My partner, my work team, and my health coach.

	Clients ResponsesWhat strategies are you currently using to work towards your goals: I use a daily planner for better time management, and regular walks for exercise, and meal planning for a 
healthier diet.

	Clients ResponsesOn a scale of 110 how effective do you find the current strategies: 7
	Clients ResponsesDo you plan to modify or change any strategies If yes what and why: Yes, I would like to experiment with different forms of exercise to find what I enjoy and can sustain long-term.

	Clients ResponsesHow committed are you to achieving these goals: 8
	Clients ResponsesHow confident are you in your ability to achieve these goals: 7
	Clients ResponsesHow ready are you to make changes needed to achieve these goals: 8
	Clients ResponsesHow do you visualize success in your goal achievement: I see myself healthier, less stressed, with more energy for hobbies and spending time with loved ones.

	Clients ResponsesAny observations insights or recommendations from the counselor: Sophia has a clear vision of her goals and shows a high commitment to her plan. 
She could further benefit from exploring a variety of exercises and relaxation 
techniques.
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